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Due to the natural characteristics of satin clear coats, finishes may vary. It is ordered both for interior and exterior decoration, for finishing ceilings and walls within the same room, for different rooms, etc. Types of finishes with satin partitions A variety of materials allows you to perform not only decorative,
but also functional partitions. An aesthetic element can be a podium or an elevation, designed in the form of a podium. If desired, the material can be laid out in the form of a carpet, zoning can be performed. In the photo - the creation of a podium using a satin finish For example, you can make a podium from
an elite material covered with a special film that has an uneven texture. Conventionally, the podium can be divided into two zones: a recreation area and a work area. In the podium, you can install fluorescent lamps, providing for the possibility of their regulation.For the manufacture of the interior in a modern

style, plastic or aluminum material is chosen. It can be matte, glossy, transparent partitions, decorated with inserts made of stone, wood, metal. Often, in the manufacture of interior furniture, velor elements are pressed. This allows you to make a relief surface of velor wall panels. A more expensive finish option
is glass, laminate, MDF. During velor finishing, textile and non-woven wallpapers are used. Interior elements can be curtains on grommets, interior canvases made of dense material with various patterns. Satin, jacquard, organza, viscose are used as a decorative coating. Glass is one of the modern finishing

materials. The selected material can be tinted, matte, mirror, colored. Decorative glass is used for the manufacture of stained-glass windows and partitions in apartments and country houses, offices and even in bars and restaurants. Artificial and natural glass is not inferior to natural properties, while serving for
interior decoration much longer than glass. Special types of glass Special types of glass include transparent, mirror and frosted. Mirror materials include printed glass, as well as fusing (mixing several colors of glass in certain proportions, forming a unique texture). Frosted glass refers to material made using

sputtering technology. This coating becomes transparent over time. When arranging glass partitions using modern technology, designers take into account the interior and color design of the room. With this approach you can
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